
CONTROL OF PARKING SPACES RESERVED FOR 
LOADING AND UNLOADING

SUCCESS STORY SMART PARKING

Castellón de la Plana is the capital of the Castellón province, and a
very dynamic city on the Mediterranean coast. As usual in these
cities, there is a major local trade concentration in the city center.

The great daily volume of deliveries depends on the respect of the
use of the loading and unloading parking spaces, to ease the
availability of the reserved areas for these operations. The City
Council decided to improve control through a pedagogical and
efficient system to detect fraud, increase the rotations in the area,
and therefore impact favorably on the space availability.

• Improve the use respect 
of  loading & unloading 
reserved parking 
spaces

• Alert police in real-time 
about infractions

• Inform users about free 
parking spaces
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The solution

 800 parking spaces monitored by autonomous U-Spot 
M2M sensors with NB-IoT gateway-less connectivity 

 Mobile APP that guides carriers to available parking 
spaces, and through which they must declare having 
parked 

 Control. Mobile APP for the police generating infractions 
alerts : unauthorized users, maximum time exceeded

 Analytics about spaces uses and infractions

How does it work?

1 The carrier parks on a reserved parking 
space. U-Spot sensor detects the 
vehicle’s arrival. 

2 Through the ParkTime APP, the user 
declares the parking start time and on 
which space or within which group of 
spaces he has parked.

3 If the user does not declare having parked 
or  exceeds the maximum authorized 
time, an alert is sent to police through the
ParkCTRL APP.

4 The alert disappears and is stored when 
the vehicle leaves the space or if it is 
treated by the policeman. 

5 From U-Admin, the manager can 
configure, monitor and consult the whole 
system activity: spaces, parking policy, 
carriers and controllers’ accounts.


